Guides from CSTL
SmartEvals
Purpose: To provide a preliminary overview of SmartEvals as a teaching evaluation tool for faculty.

Getting Started
1. Login to www.semo.smartevals.com using your SE-key and password
2. Your SmartEvals home page will look like this.

3. Click “See Reports” to see feedback data for a specific course.
4. Course Reports has 4 tabs at the top of the page: Custom Report, Percentile Rank, Individual Evaluations,
myFocus.

Custom Report
Custom Report displays statistics at the top of the page and student comments below.

By clicking “Customize,” you can select the stats that are shown. Once you’ve selected your desired categories, click
one of the “Save” options to see the new report.

Custom Reports allows you to see statistics for specific course sections, all course sections in a semester, or all
courses in a semester.

Important Note: A bug affects scores ONLY in Fall 2017 evaluations. Lower scores indicate a higher level
of teaching performance and vice versa. As a result, the evaluative information that follows needs to be
flipped around for this semester. Items that are below average/areas of improvement are actually above
average/strengths and vice versa. Use the following formula to correct for this error:
(6-My Avg) = True score. For example, 6-1.2 = 4.8. This formula only works for Avg scores. The other
statistics should be correct.

Click the course number in the top drop-down menu and “All sections of this course” in the bottom drop-down to
get aggregate statistics for all sections of a course.

Select all courses in the top drop-down menu and All sections of this course in the bottom drop-down to get
aggregate statistics for all the courses in a semester (e.g. Fall 2017).

Percentile Rank
This graph shows how your avg score compares to other averages within your department. Values closer to
100% represent higher rankings relative to other courses in the department. The vertical bars to the left and right
of the number indicate confidence intervals for that survey item.
The system will allow you to get Percentile Ranks for a given course section, all course sections, and all courses
in a semester. Use the same drop-down options as Custom Reports to obtain that information.

Clicking the blue link will bring up the list of classes used in this comparison.

Individual Evaluations
Individual evaluations from students can be found here.

My Focus
myFocus provides an overview of teaching effectiveness across courses in a term relative to departmental or
school colleagues. Higher scores represent greater levels of effectiveness relative to other faculty in the
department or school.

Exporting Evaluations
1. Click on the “Custom Report” tab.
2. Select “Export each class to PDF” from the second dropdown menu.

3. Click Download PDF

Historical Reporting
Historical Reporting allows you to examine student evaluations in courses for a given semester or term.
1. From the toolbar at the top of the page click Reports > Historical Reporting.

2. Click “Choose Columns” to decide what information to include

3. Choose the desired columns and click one of the save options.

4. Click “Choose Questions” to decide what survey items are included.

5. Choose the questions and confirm.

6. Export the results by selecting “XLSX” from the dropdown menu at the top. Copy and paste table into Record of
Service (or equivalent document) for Promotion. I would generally advise to include SD values in parentheses for
each item across courses.

Statistical Legend
N: Number of students who responded to the survey item.
RR: Response rate. Percentage of students in class who responded to the survey item.
My Avg: Most common student rating for survey item. The average represents the mean rating. Calculated by:
∑scores/N.
SD: Standard deviation. The amount of spread amongst student ratings for a survey item. Lower SDs represent
scores that are close together while higher SDs represent greater amounts of spread or variation. Calculated by:

Dev. from Mean: Difference between My Avg and the average score in your department (e.g. PY Avg).
Difference between your instructor average and the average score for the department.
Z-Score: Represents your position within the department for a survey item. A positive Z-Score means that you
are above average compared to other departmental faculty while a negative Z-Scores means that you are below
average. The value of the number (ignoring the sign) indicates how far from the average you are. Values closer
to zero mean that you are similar to your colleagues while values further from zero mean that you are dissimilar
to them. Thus, instructors want larger positive numbers to show that they are greatly superior to their
colleagues. Calculated by: (My Avg-PY Avg)/PY SD or Dev. from Mean/PY SD
T-Score: Like z-score but accounts for sample size. Typically used when sample size is low (i.e. n < 30).
Calculated by: (My Avg-PY Avg)/(My SD/√N).
95 CI Low & 95% CI High: Represents the range of scores where the true value of My Avg is likely to be.
PY Avg: The mean score of the survey item for the department.
PY SD: The amount of spread for the survey item within the department.
Div Avg: The mean score for the division at the institution. I believe that division here represents the College
(e.g. College of Liberal Arts).
Sch Avg: The mean score for the school. I believe that school here represents Southeast Missouri State
University.
The percentages to the right of Sch Avg represent the proportion of respondents that rated you using that
specific label for a survey item.

